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Model-Based Engineering with AADL is the first guide to using this new international 
standard to optimize your development processes. Coauthored by Peter H. Feiler,  
the standard’s author and technical lead, this introductory reference and tutorial is  
ideal for self-directed learning or classroom instruction, and is an excellent reference  
for practitioners, including architects, developers, integrators, validators, certif iers,  
f irst-level technical leaders, and project managers. Packed with real-world examples,  
it introduces all aspects of the AADL notation as part of an architecture-centric,  
model-based engineering approach to discovering embedded software systems problems 
earlier, when they cost less to solve. Throughout, the authors compare AADL to other 
modeling notations and approaches, while presenting the language via a complete  
case study: the development and analysis of a realistic example system through  
repeated refinement and analysis.

Part One introduces both the AADL language and core Model-Based Engineering  
(MBE) practices, explaining basic software systems modeling and analysis in the context 
of an example system, and offering practical guidelines for effectively applying AADL.

Part Two describes the characteristics of each AADL element, including their  
representations, applicability, and constraints.

The Appendix includes comprehensive listings of AADL language elements, properties 
incorporated in the AADL standard, and a description of the book’s example system.
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